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Village is a manifestation of integration of geography, social, economy, politic, and culture of a region which relate to and influence mutually other regions. Village is the vein of development because there has been many government programs since Old Order era until now and village become a foothold of public to be autonomous village, so that wide urbanization of village society can be prevented.

In state governance of Indonesia, Act of Regional Government Number 32 in 2004, article 200, states about village, village government, and village financial which are regulated in Article 212 that state village should be given rights to draft Income and Expense Budget (APBDes) for village advance. In drafting APBDes, the head of village and Village Representative (BPD) should cooperate and selective so that the APBDes will be useful for public of Sumur Kumbang village.

The objective of this research was to find out the process of drafting Village Income and Expense Budget in Sumur Kumbang village in 2012. This was a qualitative research using primary data from survey and interviews and secondary data from documents and literature.
The results showed that in the process of drafting Village Income and Expense Budget in Sumur Kumbang village, the head of village represented executive and BPD represented legislative, and they had equal positions, so that the created APBDes of Sumur Kumbang village which was useful for village development without any conflict between residences in Sumur Kumbang village.
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